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Some falcons, such as peregrines (Falco peregrinus),
attack their prey in the air at the end of high-speed dives
and are thought to be the fastest of animals. Estimates of
their top speed in a dive range up to 157 m s−1, although
speeds this high have never been accurately measured. This
study investigates the aerodynamic and gravitational forces
on ‘ideal falcons’ and uses a mathematical model to
calculate speed and acceleration during diving. Ideal
falcons have body masses of 0.5–2.0 kg and morphological
and aerodynamic properties based on those measured for
real falcons.

The top speeds reached during a dive depend on the
mass of the bird and the angle and duration of the dive.
Given enough time, ideal falcons can reach top speeds of
89–112 m s−1 in a vertical dive, the higher speed for the
heaviest bird, when the parasite drag coefficient has a value
of 0.18. This value was measured for low-speed flight, and
it could plausibly decline to 0.07 at high speeds. Top speeds
then would be 138–174 m s−1.

An ideal falcon diving at angles between 15 and 90 ° with
a mass of 1 kg reaches 95 % of top speed after travelling
approximately 1200 m. The time and altitude loss to reach
95 % of top speed range from 38 s and 322 m at 15 ° to 16 s
and 1140 m at 90 °, respectively.

During pull out at top speed from a vertical dive, the 1 kg
ideal falcon can generate a lift force 18 times its own weight
by reducing its wing span, compared with a lift force of 1.7
times its weight at full wing span. The falcon loses 60 m of
altitude while pulling out of the dive, and lift and loss of
altitude both decrease as the angle of the dive decreases.

The 1 kg falcon can slow down in a dive by increasing its
parasite drag and the angle of attack of its wings. Both lift
and drag increase with angle of attack, but the falcon can
cancel the increased lift by holding its wings in a cupped
position so that part of the lift is directed laterally. The
increased drag of wings producing maximum lift is
great enough to decelerate the falcon at −1.5 times the
acceleration of gravity at a dive angle of 45 ° and a speed
of 41 m s−1 (0.5 times top speed).

Real falcons can control their speeds in a dive by
changing their drag and by choosing the length of the dive.
They would encounter both advantages and disadvantages
by diving at the top speeds of ideal falcons, and whether
they achieve those speeds remains to be investigated.

Key words: peregrine falcon, Falco peregrinus, bird, flight, diving,
mathematical modelling, acceleration, speed.
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Many birds of prey attack from a high-speed dive: a fixe
wing glide along a steep, straight path. This behavior
particularly characteristic of peregrines (Falco peregrinus),
falcons that strike other birds in the air, often after a spectac
dive that begins hundreds of meters above the prey (C
1982). Prior to a dive, a peregrine typically accelerates 
beating its wings, and then begins the dive by folding its win
and steepening its flight path to an angle that ranges f
approximately 15 ° from horizontal to near vertical. The bi
accelerates during the dive at the expense of poten
energy and may reach what are thought to be the high
speeds attained by animals – estimates of top speeds rang
to 157 m s−1 (351 miles h−1) (Brown, 1976; Clark, 1995;
Dement’ev, 1951; Hantge, 1968; Lawson, 1930; Mebs, 19
Orton, 1975; Savage, 1992; Tucker and Parrott, 1970).
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While these estimates may be correct, their accuracy
unknown because the speed of a diving falcon is difficult 
measure. The required instrumentation is complex, and 
dive is a brief, rare event that takes place at unpredicta
places and times, usually at a long distance from the observ
Alerstam (1987) used radar to overcome these difficulties, a
he measured diving speeds of no more than 39 m s−1 in a
peregrine. Clark (1995) doubts that diving speeds exce
41 m s−1.

The speeds reached in a dive are constrained by 
aerodynamic properties of the bird, the angle of the dive, t
acceleration of gravity and the space and time available 
acceleration; and an analysis of these variables can set 
limits of which falcons are capable. Several mathematic
models for gliding flight are available (Pennycuick, 1971a,
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Fig. 1. The typical shape of a peregrine in a fast, steep dive.
1975, 1989; Tucker, 1987), and Alerstam (1987) modified o
of them for diving flight. None of the models, howeve
accounts for acceleration during the dive or during t
subsequent pull out.

This paper introduces a mathematical model for the div
performance of mathematically defined ‘ideal falcons’, nam
after the useful ‘ideal gas’ of physical chemistry. Ideal falco
have a range of body masses, morphological characteris
and aerodynamic properties that are similar to those of th
real counterparts, and the model answers the follow
questions about them. How fast can they go in a dive? H
much time and altitude do they need to accelerate? W
effects does the angle of the dive have on acceleration? H
much aerodynamic force can they produce to pull out of a d
and how much altitude do they lose in the pull out? How mu
can they control their speed in a dive?

The answers to these questions provide a framework 
evaluating the diving performance of real falcons in nature, 
they do not necessarily describe real falcons. The aerodyna
forces on ideal falcons are extrapolations based 
measurements at speeds less than one-fifth of those that 
falcons can achieve, and ideal falcons may assume shape
which no measurements on a real bird exist. Ideal falcons h
the over-riding virtue that they are products of mathemati
relationships that can be examined, tested and modified as
experimental data accumulate.

Types of gliding
Gliding birds hold their wings at a range of spans, depend

on speed. At low speeds, they spread their wings fully and t
progressively reduce their wing span as speed increases
steep, high-speed dives, they may hold their wings almos
close to the body as they do while perched (Fig. 1). The pre
study uses wing span to distinguish diving from two oth
types of gliding: soaring and flex gliding.

‘Soaring’ is often defined as a process in which a b
maintains or gains altitude by flying in air that is movin
upwards or accelerating although, in the ornithologic
literature, the term describes a bird with near-maximum wi
span and a spread tail. For example, gliding birds often g
altitude in a thermal by circling slowly with their wings at 90 %
or more of full span. To achieve these spans, they swing t
wings forwards and spread their tails to counteract the resul
pitching moment. This behavior can be seen in birds gliding
nature, and Tucker (1992) investigated it in a Harris’ haw
(Parabuteo unicinctus) trained to glide in a wind tunnel.

At speeds higher than those for soaring (in the ornithologi
sense), the tail folds and, over a range of speeds, a bird
glide along a path inclined at a minimum angle to t
horizontal. The wings flex and wing span decreases 
approximately 70 % of maximum at the high-speed end of t
range (Tucker and Parrott, 1970; Tucker and Heine, 199
where the bird is ‘flex gliding.’ Birds of prey typically flex
glide when they glide off at high speed in a constant direct
after gaining altitude by circling in thermals while soaring.
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Birds can glide faster still by steepening the glide path an
flexing their wings even more until, at some point, they a
diving. For want of a convention that identifies the onset 
diving, I shall describe a bird as diving when its wing span 
less than 70 % of maximum and its glide path is straight. 
bird pulling out of a dive is not diving, even though its wing
span may be less than 70 % of maximum, because it does 
follow a straight glide path.

Morphology and aerodynamic characteristics of ideal
falcons

Morphological characteristics and the glide path

Ideal falcons (or simply ‘falcons’ to distinguish them from
real falcons) have mass m and are bilaterally symmetrical.
They have a long axis that extends from the tip of the beak
the tip of the tail in the plane of symmetry, and plane
perpendicular to the long axis cut a falcon’s body into cro
sections that vary in area and width along the long axis. T
area of the cross section with the maximum area (exclusive
the wings) is Sb, and the width of the cross section with the
maximum width (including the wings) is the wing span b. A
falcon with a given mass has a fixed value of Sb but can adjust
its wing span between maximum and minimum values (bmax

and bmin).
As the wing span varies, the surface area of the wings (Sw)

also varies between maximum and minimum values (Sw,max

and Sw,min). Sw is the projected area of the wings on the plan
that is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and contains 
long axis. Wing area includes the projected area of the bird
body between the wings.

With one exception, the wings of falcons have no dihedra
i.e. the chord lines of the wings intersect the plane for th
projected area of the wings. A chord line is the line between t
leading and trailing edges of a wing section cut by a pla
parallel to the plane of symmetry. The lengths of the chord lin
vary along the wing span, and the mean length is the chord c):

c=Sw,max/bmax. (1)
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Fig. 2. Gravitational and aerodynamic force vectors (bold lines) and
their components for a bird gliding to the right on a glide path inclined
at angle θ to the horizontal. The gravitational vector has magnitude
W and a component Wcosθ that is balanced by the lift component (L)
of the aerodynamic force, which has magnitude F and a direction
given by angle ϕ. The drag component (D) of the aerodynamic force
does not balance the gravitational component Wsinθ, so the bird
accelerates to the right.
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The exception is that ideal falcons, like real falcons (Fig.
may cup their wings around the body (see Fig. 6). The bott
surfaces of the cupped wings face the sides of the body
when perched, but with a space between the wings and
body. The present paper refers to cupped wings only in 
discussion of the control of diving speeds.

As a falcon glides, a position vector (P) traces out its glide
path through space as time (t) passes. A position in space is 
point on orthogonal x,y coordinates, since space is two
dimensional in this study. The falcon moves along the gl
path at velocity dP/dt=V, a vector with components Vx and Vy,
and the glide path while diving is a straight line inclined at 
angle (θ) to the horizontal x axis.

There is no wind, so a diving falcon glides in an inert
frame of reference at air speed V and may accelerate by
changing speed but not direction. During the pull out from
dive, the falcon accelerates by changing direction but 
speed.

The present paper uses the common convention of defin
y as a loss in altitude, and orienting the x and y axes with values
on the y axis increasing in a downward direction. x values
increase towards the right, and θ increases as the glide pat
rotates in a clockwise direction (Fig. 2).

Aerodynamic and gravitational forces and shape

A gliding falcon experiences two types of force: a consta
gravitational force (weight) and a variable aerodynamic for
generated by the air flowing over the body and wings. Wei
is directed vertically downwards and has magnitude W equal
to mg, where m is body mass and g is the magnitude of
gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s−2 in this study). Weight has
components that are parallel and perpendicular to the g
path: Wsinθ and Wcosθ, respectively (Fig. 2).

The aerodynamic force has a magnitude and direction 
varies with V and the shape of the bird’s body – in particula
with the angle of attack of the wing. The angle of attack is 
angle between a chord line and the projection of the glide p
on the vertical plane that contains the chord line.

Since a diving falcon follows a straight glide path, it has 
acceleration in a direction perpendicular to the glide path, 
the perpendicular component of the aerodynamic force m
sum to zero with the perpendicular component of t
gravitational force. In contrast, the parallel components of 
aerodynamic and gravitational forces may not sum to zero
which case the falcon accelerates along the glide path.

The perpendicular and parallel aerodynamic compone
multiplied by −1 are lift (L) and drag (D), respectively.
Therefore, during diving:

L =Wcosθ , (2)

dV/dt =gsinθ −D/m. (3)

When drag equals the parallel weight component, the falco
at equilibrium and moves along the glide path at constant sp
Ve. Otherwise, it is not at equilibrium and accelerates.

The term ‘shape’ refers to any dimension or orientation
the falcon that influences the aerodynamic force at a gi
lide
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speed. For example, birds can change their drag by chang
the angle of attack of the wings, the wing span and the posit
of the feet (Pennycuick, 1971b; Tucker, 1987, 1988). They
may also change drag by cupping their wings or by chang
the orientation of their long axis relative to the glide path. 
‘shape factor’ is a shape feature that has been defined a
quantity, such as wing span or angle of attack.

Performance and velocity polar diagrams

The performance diagram (Fig. 3A) shows Vy plotted
against Ve, and is the conventional way of describing th
equilibrium gliding performance of birds. This study uses 
transformation of the performance diagram – the velocity po
diagram – to describe both equilibrium and non-equilibriu
diving in falcons, and I shall summarize the features of t
performance diagram (see Tucker, 1987, 1988, for a comp
analysis) as an introduction to the velocity polar diagram.

The relationship between Vy and Ve depends on drag since,
at equilibrium:

D =Wsinθ , (4)
and

sinθ=Vy/Ve. (5)
Therefore,

Vy=DVe/W. (6)

For many manufactured gliders, drag is a single-valu
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Fig. 3. A performance diagram (A) and a velocity polar diagram (
for a gliding bird. Both diagrams show the same information, but p
different quantities on the horizontal axes. The thin lines show 
direction of the glide path for different glide path angles θ. See text
for an explanation of the maximum performance curve, the minim
performance line and the performance area. Ve, equilibrium speed; Vx,
horizontal component of velocity through the air; Vy, vertical
component of velocity through the air.
function of Ve in normal, straight-line flight, and the
performance diagram is simply a curved line, also known
the ‘glide polar’ (Pennycuick, 1989). Gliding birds, howeve
can have a range of drag (and θ) values for a given Ve, because
they can change their shape – particularly their wing span.
a result, their performance diagrams are areas bounded by
curves: the maximum performance curve (or ‘superpola
Pennycuick, 1989) and the minimum performance line, t
area enclosed by these lines being the performance area. A
gliding at a given Ve has minimum drag when θ is at a
minimum, in which case the bird has equilibrium speed 
 as
r,

 As
 two
r’;
he
 bird

at

maximum performance, and Ve=VE. The maximum
performance curve shows Vy plotted against VE, and the
minimum performance line describes birds in vertical dives
i.e. Vy=Ve, drag is maximum for each Ve and drag equals
weight. The straight lines through the origin in Fig. 3A indicat
different directions of the glide path.

The velocity polar diagram (Fig. 3B) contains the sam
information as the performance diagram, but shows Vy plotted
against Vx, rather than Ve. Vx and Vy are the components of the
velocity vector V, which can be visualized on the polar
diagram as the resultant of the two components. VE from θ =
some minimum glide angle to 90 ° describes the maximu
performance curve, and the minimum performance line lie
along the Vy axis. The performance area between the maximu
performance curve and the Vy axis is greatly expanded at large
values of θ, compared with the performance diagram
(Fig. 3A). Straight lines through the origin in Fig. 3B indicate
different directions of the glide path, and constant values ofV
appear as circular arcs when Vx and Vy have the same scale.

In this study, the velocity polar diagram describes bot
equilibrium and non-equilibrium gliding. At given values of θ
and t, the bird may be accelerating at speed V or may be at
equilibrium if drag equals Wsinθ. At equilibrium, the bird’s
speed is either Ve, if less than the maximum for that value of
θ, or VE, if at the maximum.

One can envision a bird on the polar diagram moving slow
at the beginning of its dive along a glide path that has the sa
direction as the vector V. As the bird accelerates, its drag
increases until drag is equal to Wsinθ, and then speed is
constant at either Ve or VE, depending on body shape.

The mathematical model
The mathematical model describes equilibrium gliding an

two types of non-equilibrium gliding: diving, during which θ
is constant and speed varies, and the pull out from a div
during which speed is constant and θ varies. The part of the
model for equilibrium gliding is taken from Tucker (1987), and
the parts for non-equilibrium gliding are new. The next sectio
summarizes the model for equilibrium gliding at maximum
performance and establishes the relationships used in 
analysis of non-equilibrium diving and the pull out from the
dive.

Equilibrium gliding at maximum performance

For a bird to glide at maximum performance (and speed VE),
it must shape itself to meet two constraints: the wings mu
produce lift equal to Wcosθ, and the body and wings must have
minimum drag at VE. Tucker (1987, 1988) analyzed the
variables that influence shape, lift and drag at VE values of less
than 30 m s−1, and this paper extends that analysis to higher a
non-equilibrium speeds. The summary below introduces th
variables and the relationships between them that are relev
to this study.

Dynamic pressure (q) appears repeatedly in the equations fo
lift and drag:

B)
lot
the

um
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q= 0.5ρV2 , (7)

where the density of air (ρ) is equal to 1.23 kg m−3 in this
study – the value for the standard atmosphere at sea leve
temperature of 15 °C (von Mises, 1959).

Reynolds number (Re) influences the drag coefficients
(defined below) on which drag depends:

Re=ρdV/µ , (8)

where d is a specified distance dimension on the falcon anµ
is the viscosity of air. In the standard atmosphere descri
above for ρ, µ=17.8×10−6kg m−1s−1. ρ, d, µ and the turbulence
of the air are all constant for a falcon in this study, and d
coefficients are functions only of V and a falcon’s shape.

The lift component L, together with Sw and q, define the lift
coefficient CL:

CL =L/(qSw) , (9)

which, in turn, determines the profile drag coefficie
(discussed below). In a dive at a given angle, the only sh
factor that influences CL is the wing span, since L is constant
(equation 2) and Sw varies with wing span.

Drag is the sum of three terms: induced drag, which res
from lift production; profile drag, which is the drag of th
wings minus the induced drag; and parasite drag, which res
from the body exclusive of the wings.

The shape factor for induced drag (Di) is wing span:

Di = 1.1L2/(πqb2) . (10)

The shape factor for profile drag (Dpr) is also wing span:

Dpr=qSwCD,pr, (11)

because the profile drag coefficient (CD,pr) is a function of CL

and, therefore, of b. CD,pr is also a function of Re when the
distance variable for Re is the chord, c (Tucker, 1987).

The shape factor for parasite drag (Dpar) is the cross-
sectional area (Sb) of the body:

Dpar=qSbCD,par, (12)

and Sb and the parasite drag coefficient CD,parare constants for
a falcon of a given mass. CD,pardepends on the position of the
feet and tail and the alignment of the long axis of the body w
the glide path. Ideal falcons control their shapes to minim
CD,par when gliding at maximum performance.

CD,par also depends on Re. It declines with increasing Rein
various manufactured bodies and probably does so in 
birds. For example, Prandtl and Tietjens (1957, p. 101) rep
a decline in CD,par of more than half for a birdlike body ove
a range of Rethat applies to falcons. Although the model kee
CD,parconstant as Rechanges, this study gives some examp
of the effects of low CD,par values on diving performance.

Drag D is the sum of equations 10, 11 and 12 and, at a gi
speed, is a function of b that has a minimum (Dmin) at span b0.
For example, if a falcon increases its wing span, induced d
decreases, but profile drag increases owing to the increas
Sw. However, the increase in Sw decreases CL which, in turn,
decreases CD,pr and mitigates the increase in profile dra
l at a
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Taken together, these changes result in minimum drag w
falcons hold their wings at maximum span at slow speeds 
flex their wings to decrease wing span as speed increases
as real falcons do in nature and in a wind tunnel (Tucker a
Parrott, 1970).

The mathematical model finds maximum performan
curves for ideal falcons by setting the partial derivative ∂D/∂b
to 0, and finding Dmin and b0. Both are functions (f) of V:

Dmin= f1(V) , (13)

b0= f2(V) , (14)

with the provision that b0 may not exceed bmax. Tucker (1987)
describes these functions and an iterative procedure for find
maximum performance curves for gliding birds, and Thom
(1996) uses a similar procedure for finding the minimum pow
required for flapping flight.

Non-equilibrium gliding

Diving

During non-equilibrium diving, a falcon accelerates along
straight glide path inclined at angle θ to the horizontal and
adjusts its wing span and CD,par to keep drag to a minimum at
each speed. From equations 3 and 13,

dV/dt =gsinθ −f1(V)/m. (15)

The solution to this differential equation can be found 
numerical methods and gives the speed of the falcon as 
varies:

V= f3(t) . (16)

At each speed, b0 has a particular value, and the relationsh
between b0 and V:

b0= f4(V) , (17)

can be found by combining equations 14 and 16. The dista
(s) that the falcon travels as time varies can be found 
numerical integration of equation 16, and the falcon’s loss
altitude (y) is:

y=ssinθ . (18)

The functions f1–f4 depend on mass-related characteristics 
ideal falcons, described in a later section. A computer progr
for the calculations is available from the author.

Pull out from a dive

Ideal falcons pull out of a dive by gliding at constant spe
along a circular arc until the glide path is horizontal. The
characteristics simplify the analysis of the pull out, but th
prescribe an altitude drop (∆y) during the pull out that is
probably greater than that required by real falcons. Real falc
decrease their speed during pull out, and they need not fol
a circular path. Both factors reduce ∆y, but an analysis of them
is beyond the scope of this study.

A falcon that follows an arc of radius r (Fig. 4) adjusts its
shape to generate a constant, centripetal force compo
(mV2/r) directed towards the center of the arc. This compon
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Pull out path

Dive path
θ0

θ0
θ

∆y

y

x

r

r

Fig. 4. The arc followed by an ideal falcon pulling out of a dive from
a dive path inclined at angle θ0. During the pull out, θ declines from
θ0 to 0, and the falcon loses altitude ∆y while remaining a constant
distance r from the center of the arc.
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0
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b/bmax

L
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L
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Fig. 5. Dimensionless lift for maximum torque (LT) and lift (L) for
maximum CL at different dimensionless wing spans b/bmax for a 1 kg
ideal falcon at a speed of 100 m s−1. The wings can produce lift with
tolerable torque only in the region that is beneath both curves, and the
curves intersect at the span (b1) for maximum lift. W, body weight.
is the difference between lift and the gravitational forc
component Wcosθ. Therefore:

r =mV2/(L1−W) , (19)

since the denominator is constant and L=L1 when θ=0. In
addition, L1 is the maximum lift that the falcon can produce 
speed V, because the falcon minimizes ∆y, and therefore r,
during pull out.

∆y depends on the angle (θ0) of the glide path at the
beginning of the arc. From Fig. 4:

∆y= r(1−cosθ0) . (20)

Combining equations 19 and 20:

∆y=mV2(1−cosθ0)/(L1−W) . (21)

At first glance, one might think that the falcon could achie
maximum lift during pull out by maximizing CL, wing span
and wing area, as it does at low speeds. However, at h
speeds, the lift on the wings in this configuration wou
generate intolerable torque around the shoulder joints. T
falcon can reduce this torque by flexing its wings to a shor
span with less wing area, thereby reducing both the mom
arm for the torque and the lift on the wings. At some span, 
torque is the maximum tolerable when the lift is maximum f
the wing area associated with that span, and L=L1. The
following analysis shows how to find L1 and compute the
minimum value of ∆y needed for a pull out.

In ideal falcons, the center of lift on one wing is at a poi
midway between the wing tip and the shoulder joint. Therefo
the moment arm for the torque around the shoulder joint wh
the wings have maximum span is (bmax−bmin)/4. The maximum
torque that the falcon can tolerate with maximum wing span
L0(bmax−bmin)/8, where L0/2 is the maximum lift on one wing.
At spans less than bmax, the moment arm for the torque on on
wing is (b−bmin)/4, and the lift (LT) from both wings at
maximum torque is:

LT=L0(bmax−bmin)/(b−bmin). (22)
ve
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However, the wings at short spans may not have enough a
to produce LT, since the maximum lift that they can produce is

L = 1.6qSw , (23)

where 1.6 is the maximum value of CL for ideal falcons. At
some span (b1), the maximum lift that the wings can produce
equals LT (Fig. 5), in which case, L=L1. b1 may be found by
equating LT and L, substituting for Sw from equation 25 and
rearranging:

b1= (bmax−bmin) [L0/(1.6qSw,max)]1/2+bmin . (24)

Substituting b1 for b in equation 22 yields L1=LT; and with L1

in hand, ∆y can be calculated from equation 21.

Control of speed in a dive

An ideal falcon controls its speed in a dive by increasin
drag by various means (see above). This section considers o
an increase in drag generated by the wings; i.e. profile a
induced drag.

The falcon can increase these two types of drag at a giv
speed by increasing the angle of attack of the wings, bu
problem arises: an increase in the angle of attack of 
unstalled wing also increases lift, yet lift must remain consta
at a given dive angle (equation 2). The falcon overcomes t
constraint by cupping its wings so that the projection of ea
wing on the plane of symmetry has substantial area. As a res
each wing produces an aerodynamic force component tha
perpendicular to drag and has a lateral component (Fig.
During vector addition, the lateral components cancel, and 
falcon can increase both angle of attack and drag with 
change in L.
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Fig. 6. A head-on view of a falcon with cupped wings. The arrows
show the directions of force components on unit areas of the wings
at certain points. The vector sum of all of these components over the
wing area is lift.

Table 1.Mass-related characteristics of ideal falcons

Q C K Base datum

bmax 1.218 m kg−1/3 1/3 1.01 m*
bmin 0.0844 m kg−1/3 1/3 0.07 m**
Sw,max 0.192 m2kg−2/3 2/3 0.132 m2*
Sb 0.00838 m2kg−2/3 2/3 0.00669 m2***
CD,par 0.18 0 0.18***
L0 1.7g 1 See text

*Falco jugger; ** Falco jugger, width between the shoulder joints;
*** Falco peregrinus.

A mass-related characteristic Q may be calculated from the
constants C and K with the equation Q=C mK.

m, mass; bmax, maximum wing span; bmin, minimum wing span;
Sw,max, maximum wing area; Sb, maximum cross-sectional area of
body; CD,par, parasite drag coefficient; L0, maximum lift at maximum
span; g, gravitational acceleration.
Not enough is known to allow accurate calculation of th
drag of falcons with cupped wings but, for heuristic purpos
I shall use the equations for drag already given and allow CL

to have any value up to its maximum. If the chosen CL results
in more lift than that specified in equation 2, the extra lift 
understood to be lateral components that cancel.

Mass-related characteristics of ideal falcons
Ideal falcons are geometrically similar in shape and ha

body masses between 0.5 and 2.0 kg, corresponding to a s
male peregrine and a large, female gyrfalcon (Falco
rusticolus), respectively. Given the body mass of an ide
falcon, all of the aerodynamic characteristics that influen
gliding performance in this study can be calculated fro
several constants (Table 1) derived from aerodynam
measurements on two real falcons: a laggar (Falco jugger)
(body mass 0.570 kg) (Tucker and Parrott, 1970) and
peregrine (body mass 0.713 kg) (Tucker, 1990).

Wing area varies linearly with wing span:

Sw=Sw,max(b−bmin)/(bmax−bmin) . (25)

This relationship is similar to those measured in real haw
(Tucker and Heine, 1990; Tucker and Parrott, 1970). T
smallest wing span that a falcon can have in flight is 0.1bmax,
which is larger than bmin.

The lift and profile drag coefficients of a manufactured win
of fixed span are related as angle of attack varies, and Tu
(1987) showed that there is also a relationship between th
coefficients in birds gliding at minimum angles with a rang
of speeds and wing spans. The relationship depends on Sb and
CD,par, since calculation of CD,pr involves subtraction of
parasite drag from total drag.

For ideal falcons:

CD,pr= 0.0512−0.084CL + 0.0792CL2 (26)

for values of CL between 0.53 and 1.65 at Re=105, based on
d=c. CD,pr does not change when CL decreases below 0.53 a
a given value of Re. Equation 26 is derived from data for th
laggar (Tucker, 1987), with Sb and CD,par from Table 1.

CD,pr varies with Re in ideal falcons, and Tucker (1987
shows how to calculate CD,pr at Revalues other than 105. Re
affects CD,pr only up to an Revalue of 5×105 and has no effect
at higher values.
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Ideal falcons can produce a maximum lift L0 of 1.7W at
maximum wing span, in which case the torque around t
shoulder joint is the maximum tolerable. This value for L0

comes from measurements of the maximum weight that Har
hawks could carry at slow speed (an estimated 10 m s−1)
(Pennycuick et al. 1989), and it is also consistent with the
maximum weight-carrying abilities at take-off of other bird
that have 25 % of their body mass made up of flight musc
(Marden, 1987, 1990).

Diving performance of ideal falcons
The questions about diving posed in the Introduction c

now be answered for ideal falcons, and this section answ
them for selected sets of variables. First, it shows the effe
of body mass by describing the diving performance of a lar
and small falcon at the ends of the mass range, and the
shows the effects of glide angles of 15, 30, 45 and 90 ° on 
performance of a falcon with a mass comparable to that o
large peregrine, 1 kg. It also describes pull out from dives a
the effects of cupped wings on acceleration during a dive.

The effect of body mass

During equilibrium gliding at VE, wing span declines rapidly
with speed for both the large and small falcons (Fig. 7). Divin
commences at speeds of 15–20 m s−1, when wing span drops
below 0.7bmax.

The larger falcon has a higher VE than the smaller one at a
given value of θ (Fig. 8). For both birds, VE is high during
diving even at small values of θ. VE=Vmax at θ=90 °, but even
in a shallow dive when θ=20 °, VE is greater than 0.5Vmax; by
θ=45 °, VE is greater than 0.8Vmax.

The Vmax values in Fig. 8 are very high by the standards 
terrestrial animals. The larger falcon can reach speeds m
than three times higher than the fastest running animal. F
wheeled vehicles can reach speeds of 100 m s−1, nor can many
light, propeller-driven airplanes in level flight.

The values for VE in Fig. 8 are conservative, because they a
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Fig. 7. Dimensionless wing spans b/bmax of ideal falcons with masses
of 0.5 and 2.0 kg, gliding at equilibrium at different speeds VE along
maximum performance curves.

Fig. 9. The speed (V) at different times (t) for ideal falcons that dive
at an angle θ of 45 ° and reach 95 % of the equilibrium speed VE for
this angle. The falcons have masses of 0.5 and 2 kg, and begin their
dives at a speed of 15 m s−1.
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based on a value of 0.18 for CD,parthat does not change with Re.
If CD,parwere to drop to 0.07 as Reincreases, as it does for some
manufactured objects (see section on parasite drag), Vmax would
be 138 and 174ms−1 for the small and large falcons, respectively

During non-equilibrium diving, the large and small falcon
accelerate along a glide path inclined at 45 °. The curv
(Figs 9, 10) that illustrate non-equilibrium diving end at th
time taken to accelerate from 15 m s−1 to 0.95VE, since V
approaches VE asymptotically.
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Fig. 8. The maximum performance curves and minimum performa
lines in a velocity polar diagram for ideal falcons with masses of 
and 2.0 kg. Vx, Vy, horizontal and vertical components of velocity
respectively; see also Fig. 3B.
.
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The large and small falcons take 18 s and 23 s to accele
from 15 m s−1 to 0.95VE, and drop 679 m and 1078 m while
doing so. These times and distances are surprisingly large
suggest that real falcons in most circumstances will seldom
seen diving at speeds close to VE. If starting the dive in the air,
they would be at such high altitudes that they would be diffic
nce
0.5
,

Fig. 10. The loss in altitude (y) at different times for ideal falcons that
dive at an angle θ of 45 ° and reach 95 % of the equilibrium speed VE

for this angle. The falcons have masses of 0.5 and 2 kg, and begin
their dives at a speed of 15 m s−1.
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Fig. 11. The speed (V) at different times (t) for an ideal falcon diving
at different inclinations θ and reaching 95 % of the equilibrium speed
VE for each angle. The falcon has a mass of 1.0 kg and begins the
dives at a speed of 15 m s−1.

Fig. 12. The loss in altitude (y) at different times for an ideal falcon
diving at different inclinations θ and reaching 95 % of the equilibrium
speed VE for each angle. The falcon has a mass of 1.0 kg and begins
the dives at a speed of 15 m s−1.
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Fig. 13. Dimensionless drag (D/Dmax) at different dimensionless
speeds (V/VE) for a 1 kg ideal falcon accelerating along a glide path
inclined at 45 ° to the horizontal. Three components of total drag
(induced, profile and parasite) are plotted cumulatively so that they
add up to total drag. VE is 82.9 m s−1 and total drag (Dmax) at this speed
is 6.94 N.
to see with the unaided eye. If perched, they would have to
on a mountain or a cliff, as the world’s tallest structure (
antenna tower) is only 623 m high (Crystal, 1997). An obser
could expect to see only part of the dive at close range, s
the distance traveled during the dive is long, 1.4 times the d
in altitude for a 45 ° dive.

Effect of dive angle

This section describes the effect of dive angle 
acceleration during diving by a 1 kg falcon. As the glide ang
steepens, the falcon accelerates faster from 15 m s−1 to 0.95VE

(Fig. 11), and the vertical drop also increases (Fig. 12).
The total distance traveled while accelerating to 0.95VE is

nearly independent of dive angle – within 6 % of the me
value of 1211 m. That is, if the falcon intends to reach its p
at 0.95VE, it must start the dive at approximately 1200 m fro
the prey, no matter what the dive angle. If the parasite d
coefficient were 0.07 rather than 0.18, the mean dista
traveled would increase nearly 2.5-fold to 2964 m.

Almost all of the drag at VE is parasite drag (Fig. 13). Fo
example, at the start of a 45 ° dive by a 1 kg falco
approximately one-quarter of the drag is parasite drag. As
bird accelerates, this proportion increases to approxima
90 %, while profile and parasite drag remain nearly consta

The pull out from a dive

Table 2 shows the performance of the 1kg ideal falcon pull
out of dives at VE at various angles. The falcon achieve
remarkably high values of lift with flexed wings – more than 
order of magnitude above its maximum lift with maximum win
 be
an
ver
ince

span. The acceleration during pull out may also be high – m
than an order of magnitude above that of gravity (g). The ratio
of acceleration to gravitational acceleration is the ratio of L1 to
W, minus 1.
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Table 2.Altitude loss during pull out by a 1 kg ideal falcon
from dives at various angles and speeds

θ0 VE ∆y r
(degrees) (m s−1) (m) (m) b1/bmax L1/L0 L1/W

15 43 0.9 27.8 0.27 4.6 7.8
30 67 5.5 41.1 0.20 7.1 12.1
45 83 14.7 50.1 0.17 8.8 15.0
90 101 60.2 60.2 0.16 10.8 18.3
90 155 90.6 90.6 0.13 16.5 28.0

θ0, dive angle; VE, speed; ∆y, altitude loss during pull out; r, radius
of the pull out path, b1, wing span for maximum lift during the pul
out; bmax, maximum wing span; L0, the maximum lift with maximum
wing span, is 1.7W, where W is body weight; and L1, the maximum
lift during pull out.  

The VE values in the first four rows are for a parasite dr
coefficient of 0.18, and that in the last row is for a parasite d
coefficient of 0.07.
Control of speed in a dive

Ideal falcons with cupped wings can hold their spee
constant or even decelerate strongly, merely by adjusting
angle of attack of the wings. For example, the 1 kg falc
diving at an angle of 45 ° at a speed of 0.5VE (41 m s−1) with
minimum drag, is accelerating; and it could stop accelerat
by increasing drag to Wsinθ. It could achieve this drag solely
by increasing its lift coefficient to 0.77 and extending its win
to a span of 0.37bmax, a value that generates the maximu
tolerable torque around the shoulder joints (equation 24).

The falcon could decelerate (negative acceleration) at −1.5g
by increasing CL to 1.6 and reducing its wing span to 0.28bmax

to keep torque at the maximum tolerable level. This is a la
deceleration by human standards, not reached during e
violent maneuvers in automobiles. Automobiles on a level ro
can generate maximum accelerations that are equal to
frictional coefficient between the tires and the road wh
acceleration is expressed as a multiple of g. For example, the
maximum deceleration during braking on a high-friction ro
is −0.8g (Limpert, 1992); and a deceleration of −1g feels like
sitting, restrained by seat belts, in an automobile hang
vertically from its rear bumper.

Discussion
Advantages and disadvantages of high speeds

The foregoing analysis shows that ideal falcons can re
speeds near 100 m s−1 or more, and suggests that real falco
in nature could also reach these speeds. Indeed, falcons 
incentives to approach prey at high speeds: they reach the
quickly, they have a better chance of overtaking it and they 
strike it harder if they do overtake it. In addition, high spe
could render a falcon nearly invisible to its prey, just as 
tips of propellers on light airplanes are nearly invisible wh
the airplane is idling on the runway. The propeller tips mo
at approximately 100 m s−1 in this case.

However, high speeds also have disadvantages, and fal
ds
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might choose to keep their speeds well below VE by altering
their shapes to increase drag or by starting their dives close
the prey. At high speeds, the falcon may injure itself when
strikes the prey, and a slower prey could out-maneuver 
falcon by turning more sharply. To reach high speeds, t
falcon would have to begin its dive a long distance from i
prey and would have to end a high-speed dive while still hi
enough above the ground to pull out.

A falcon might have trouble seeing its prey at the beginnin
of a dive that ends at a speed of 0.95VE. A 1 kg ideal falcon
with a parasite drag coefficient of 0.18 requires approximate
1200 m to accelerate to 0.95VE, no matter what the dive angle,
and a human with excellent eyesight could barely see 
falcon as a speck against the sky at this distance. Even tho
a 1 kg falcon may have a visual acuity up to twice that 
humans (Miller, 1979; Reymond, 1987), for it to see prey le
than half its size at a distance of 1200 m against a non-s
background would be a remarkable feat.

The falcon would be even less likely to reach 0.95VE in the
vicinity of the prey if the falcon’s parasite drag coefficien
dropped to 0.07 at high Re. In that case, the falcon would have
to begin its dive more than 2900 m away, which is probab
farther than it can see its prey.

The values for ∆y in Table 2 show that a falcon diving at
high values of VE needs to be careful when approaching pre
to avoid crashing into the ground. It could approach high-flyin
birds safely in a dive, but it would have to begin pulling ou
before it could safely approach low-flying birds. The falco
would have to support its head against large forces during 
pull out, and perhaps the neckless, tear-drop shape of a fal
in a dive serves this purpose.

Other models for equilibrium gliding

Fig. 14 shows the predictions of four models for equilibrium
diving by falcons with a mass of 1 kg at an air density o
1.23 kg m−3. The models yield markedly different results, eve
though they share a common origin in a model introduced 
Pennycuick (1971a, 1975) that partitions total drag into
induced drag and other drag. The following text and Table
summarize the models and explain why they yield differe
results.

Alerstam’s model (1987) is similar to Pennycuick’s origina
model with the addition of allowing lift to vary with θ. The
wings have maximum span at all glide angles, and the va
for CD,pr accounts for the drag of both the wings and the bod
Since this value is high compared with other measurements
CD,pr and CD,par, and the area of the wings is always maximum
the values for VE are probably lower than those that real falcon
could achieve.

Tucker’s model (1987) is the one used in the present stu
for equilibrium diving by an ideal falcon, and it has the mo
variables: wing span, lift and CD,pr vary with θ. Profile and
parasite drag are separate quantities, and the moderate v
for CD,par comes from measurements on a model peregri
falcon body (Tucker, 1990). VE values are conservative, as

l

ag
rag
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Fig. 14. Maximum performance curves and minimum performan
lines in a velocity polar diagram for a diving 1 kg falcon calculat
using four different models (AL87, Alerstam, 1987; TU87, Tucke
1987; PN89, Pennycuick, 1989; PN96, Pennycuick et al. 1996). See
text for descriptions of the models. Vx, Vy, horizontal and vertical
components of velocity, respectively.
CD,par probably decreases as speed increases, as mention
the section on Drag.

Pennycuick’s (1989) model allows wing span, but not lift 
CD,pr, to vary with θ. Constant lift causes the induced drag 
be too large at high values of θ, but the main reason for the
low VE values is a high value for CD,par compared with other
measurements of this quantity (Tucker, 1990). The values
VE are somewhat higher than those for Alerstam’s (19
model because wing span decreases as speed increases.

Pennycuick et al. (1996) suggest that CD,par should be
reduced to one-sixth of the value used in his 1989 model. 
1996 model in Fig. 14 is the 1989 model with this chan
which greatly increases VE. VE values for all of the models are
quite sensitive to CD,par, since most of the drag at VE for diving
falcons is parasite drag (Fig. 13).
Table 3.Values of selected variables, and the maximum
speed reached in a vertical dive, for four mathematical

models of diving

L Vmax

b/bmax (N) CD,pr CD,par (m s−1)

Alerstam (1987) 1 Wsinθ 0.023 − 68
Tucker (1987) 0.10−1 Wsinθ 0.036−0.012 0.18 101
Pennycuick (1989) 0.13−1 W 0.014 0.30 73
Pennycuick et al. (1996) 0.05−1 W 0.014 0.05 164

b, wing span during dive; bmax, maximum wing span; L, lift; CD,pr,
profile drag coefficient; CD,par, parasite drag coefficient; Vmax,
maximum speed in a vertical dive; W, body weight; θ, dive angle.
ed in

or
to

 for
87)
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These models suggest that real falcons in a dive could re
speeds of 100 m s−1 and perhaps more than 150 m s−1. Whether
real falcons allow themselves to reach such speeds, 
whether they tolerate the large accelerations during diving a
pull out that ideal falcons do, will have to be determined b
future measurements.

List of symbols
b wing span
b0 wing span for minimum drag
b1 wing span for maximum lift
bmax maximum wing span
bmin minimum wing span
C a coefficient
CD,par parasite drag coefficient
CD,pr profile drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
c length of mean chord line
D total drag
Di induced drag
Dmin minimum drag
Dmax maximum drag
Dpar parasite drag
Dpr profile drag
d reference length for (Re)
F magnitude of aerodynamic force
f a mathematical function
g magnitude of acceleration due to gravity
K a constant
L lift
LT lift for maximum torque
L0 maximum lift at maximum span
L1 maximum lift
m body mass
P position vector
Q a quantity
q dynamic pressure
Re Reynolds number
r radius of an arc
t time
Sb maximum cross-sectional area of the body
Sw projected area of wings
Sw,max maximum Sw

Sw,min minimum Sw

s distance
V velocity vector
V speed through the air
VE equilibrium speed at maximum performance
Ve equilibrium speed
Vmax maximum speed in a vertical dive
Vx,Vy components of velocity through the air
W magnitude of body weight
x, y spatial coordinates
∆y altitude drop
θ inclination of the glide path

ce
ed
r,
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θ0 θ at the start of pull out
µ viscosity of air
π ratio of circumference to diameter of a circle
ρ density of air
ϕ angle of aerodynamic force
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